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Abstract 
We employ a nonlineal: nonparametric method to model the stochastic 
behavior of changes in several short and long term US. interest rates. 
We apply a nonlinear autoregression to the series using the locally 
weighted regression (L WR) estimation method, a nearest-neighbor 
method, and evaluate the forecasting performance with a measure of 
root mean square error ( N S E ) .  We compare Ihe forecastingpeflorm- 
ance of the nonparametric fi t  to the performance of two benchmark 
linear models: an autoregressive model and a random-walk-with-dr@ 
model. The nonparametric model exhibits greater out-ofsample fore- 
cast accuracy that that of the linear predictors for most US. interest 
rate series. The improvements in forecast accuracy are statistically sig- 
nijicant and robust. This evidence establishes the presence of sign@- 
cant nonlinear mean predictability in US. interest rates, as well as the 
usefulness of the L WR method as as modeling strategy for these bench- 
mark series. 
1. Introduction 
There has been considerable interest in modeling the evolution and 
interactions of nominal interest rates. Models of the term structure of 
interest rates fall into two categories: those based upon arbitrage argu- 
ments and those based on a general equilibrium formulation. In the 
former category, single-factor models of the term structure of interest 
rates have been proposed by Merton (1 973), ‘Vasicek (1 977), Dothan 
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